Abstract-This study aimed to identify a specific human with the accurate position measurements by integrating the networked laser range finders in the intelligent space and an wearable acceleration sensor with the human. A human identification method based on associating detections of walking behaviors from both sensors is proposed. Parameter optimization was also performed for improvement of identification. System configurations and implementations using RT component are also described.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, sensor network for configuring intelligent spaces has been actively studied [1] [2] [3] .
There are various sensors, such as laser range sensors and cameras installed in the environments or mobile sensors with human in intelligent spaces. Especially, in order to support activities and understand behaviors based on movements of human in the environments, various methods to track the position of human have been proposed. Existing studies can be classified into three types according to properties of sensors.
(1) Vision sensor [4] [5] Systems with vision sensors can provide not only human position but also appearance and motion of human. However, they are lacking robustness, because false detections frequently occur due to change in lighting conditions or occlusions by obstacles in the environment.
(2) Laser range finders (LRF) [6] LRFs have higher reliability and less noise signal because they are not affected by conditions in the environments. However, scan data obtained from laser range scanner cannot get personal identification. Therefore, when tracking multiple people, ambiguity occurs in identifying targets.
(3) Portable sensors [7] Recently, small devices such as ID tags, acceleration sensors or other sensors have been developed, and they are often installed in mobile phones. Then, humans can easily carry such sensors. ID information can be easily associated to human based on information from mobile sensors. They are effective to ensure individual identification. However, position estimation with these mobile sensors is not accurate. In order to accurate position estimation with only mobile sensors, humans have to wear various kinds of sensors [7] .
There are several studies as the solutions for obtaining human ID information and accurate positions simultaneously. The literature [8] shows that ID information can be obtained and human positions can be estimated accurately by integrating touch sensors or pressure sensors installed on the floor and acceleration sensors. The literature [9] shows person tracking and identification based on similarities between angular velocities obtained from a gyro sensor with human and estimated by LRFs installed in the environment. In the literature [10] , acceleration sensors and cameras installed in the environment are integrated. Correlations among human In the conventional systems, almost raw data obtained in the wearable sensors are sent to the environments. These systems need to communicate more frequently or large amounts of data at one time. This study developed a novel system that performs the person identification, and tracking based on an acceleration sensor with human and laser range scanners installed in the intelligent environment as shown in figure 1. In the proposed system, detections of human walking behaviors are performed in the acceleration sensor and laser range finders respectively.
Next, detection results are communicated between the acceleration sensor and the intelligent environment. Finally, human matching between them is performed using shared detection results.
It is enough for the proposed system to communicate only small data: walking detection results, not large amount of raw data of the acceleration sensor. This aspect is effective for networked sensor systems like intelligent spaces.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains overalls of the proposed system including detection methods of human walking behaviors and system configurations. Section III proposes matching of detection results among sensors and optimizes matching parameters. Section IV presents some experiments of human identification using the proposed system. Finally, Section V summarizes the paper and describes some future works. [11] . Generally, accelerations of vertical direction and forward direction will change in a unit period as shown in figure 3 . Therefore, if these changes were appeared in the measured acceleration data, that motion is detected as "walking". If specific changes as shows as figure 4 were appeared in the measured acceleration data, that motion is detected as "walking" [7] . Although raw data streams from actual acceleration sensors often include signals from the other motions, robust walking" detection can be performed by the method described in [11] . Also, the system considers as "stopping" behavior in the acceleration sensor, if "walking" behaviors are not detected for three seconds after the last walking detection. This "stopping" is also utilized in a matching process among sensors. After that, each moving object can be separated and tracked. Figure 5 shows detection and tracking of the human with two legs. If movements of detected human are bigger than a threshold amount during a given period, the human is detected as "walking". Details of detecting and tracking human are shown in [12] . including a gyro sensor of three axes and an acceleration sensor of three axes on the waist. Figure   6 shows the actual experimental environment including the target human with the sensor and one of the networked laser range finders. The human who has the acceleration sensor can be identified from several candidate humans tracked by networked laser range finders according to the similarities. This evaluation function is designed as the similarity of the target human is high, and similarities of the other 9 humans are low.
In Eq. (2), S ii represents the similarity to the patterns of same humans between both sensors. On the other hand, S ij means the similarities of the different humans. The similarity of each nontarget human S ij is subtracted from the similarity of a target human S ii . N is number of non-target humans and used for weighting a similarity of the target human S ii in the evaluation function. In the case that maximum E value is acquired, the parameters are regarded as the optimal INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL ON SMART SENSING AND INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS VOL. 6, NO. 5, DECEMBER 2013
parameters. As a result, the optimal parameters in table 2 are obtained. Initial parameters of optimization, randomly selected, are also presented. In the following experiments, matching performances in initial parameters and optimized parameters are compared. Table. 2 are shown in figure 9 . Figure.9 [a] shows change of similarities of the target human and the other 9 non-target humans using initial parameters. Figure 9 [b] shows change of similarities of the target human and 9 non-target humans using optimal parameters. In the case of initial parameters, it was not able to identify the target human from 10 humans. However, in the case of optimal parameters, the target person was able to be identified from 10 persons after around 250 seconds. These results show parameters affect identification performances. In this experiment, although all humans performed similar walking patterns, the results mean that slight differences among them are amplified for identification with optimal parameters. Then, similarities of corresponding humans are larger with time because similarities decrease according to f values. As shown in figure 10 [a], non-target humans' walking patterns differed from the target human's pattern. Then, differences between behaviors can be easily appeared and the similarities of non-target persons can be kept in low level after around 120 sec.
As shown in figure 11 , one of non-target humans performs a similar walking pattern compared These results introduce that the association based on walking behaviors has a possibility to identify a specific human from several humans and track him in high positional accuracy with laser range finders in the intelligent space. showed a feasibility of the proposed method. Improvement in accuracy of the decision of behavior in each sensor, and how to evaluate the similarity should be reconsidered in order to improve the performance as the future work.
